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One of the critical challenges food and process 
manufacturers experience is dealing with products 
that vary in size and weight. The shrinkage in weight 
of the products directly affects cash flow during 
purchasing, processing and sales. Determining the 
accurate weight becomes essential during production 
and distribution. Catch weight as the name indicates, 
captures the weight of an item during distribution, 
managing critical business processes such as 
inventory control, costing, reducing taxation and 
accurate invoicing of customer.

Greytrix with a track record of proven success in Sage 
X3 with industry leaders, addresses the challenges of 
food and process manufacturing industries by 

introducing catch weight tracking system in Sage X3. 
Catch weight add-on for Sage X3 lets you bill the 
customer based on the exact weight, rather than the 
original estimate derived from the Sales unit. It also 
accounts for the scenario wherein the products that 
are purchased in the same unit are sold. However, 
due to processing or environmental factors, unit 
weight may decrease between the time items are 
sourced and brought to market.

Ex: Meat suffers shrinkage due to evaporation over a 
period of storage. With Greytrix Catch weight 
add-on for Sage X3, food and process manufacturing 
industries can achieve accuracy in their value chain.

Features of Catch Weight Add-On for Sage X3:

The setup of Catch weight add-on is simple. Catch 
weight add-on has three fields which lets user to 
define the Catch weight unit, Catch Stock 
Conversion and Threshold Variance supporting 
products which vary in weight from piece to piece. 
Catch weight can be defined for lot-sublot managed 
products. User can also opt for recalculating gross 
price as per catch weight.
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CATCH WEIGHT ADD-ON FOR SAGE X3 

On the purchase side, catch weight is automatically 
calculated on the master setting of stock catch 
conversion rate and user can then enter actual catch 
weight of product. The user is warned if Variance 
threshold is exceeded while entering catch weight. 
User can enter catch weights in either average 
weight or for individual catch weight per unit. The 
catch weight can vary for each lot-sub lot. The 
purchase invoice amount is reflected as per the 
calculated catch weight price instead of the purchase 
order price.
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1. Capture Different Weights:

2. Catch Weight at Purchase Side:



BENEFITS

Supports products that vary in weight from 
piece to piece. e.g.: meat items, fish items, 
fruit items.

Accurate pricing of items by actual weight. 

Weight may be entered by piece, case or
in total for the invoice line.

Multiple packaging variations for
each product.

Tracking weight at the time of purchase
or shipment.

Flexible and scalable pricing by catch weight.

Integrated quality control processes from 
receipt through production and shipping.

Easy product lot-sub lot tracking.

CATCH WEIGHT ADD-ON FOR SAGE X3

Sales order is allocated in stock unit of measure 
automatically by the standard Sage X3. User can 
update catch weight in the stock issue screen which 
is modified for issuing and updating catch weight for 
the desired number of lots. Sales invoice is created 
over delivery based on catch weight price evaluation.

3. Catch Weight at Sales Side:

In case of any discrepancy between physical 
quantities and system quantities in the inventories, 
miscellaneous issue transactions are used to issue 
out catch weight products resulting in inventory 
adjustments. Catch weight management is also 
included in stock management. Users can create 
miscellaneous receipt similar to purchase receipt to 
receive catch weight items.

4. Catch Weight in Stock Management:
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